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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is an examination of the monochromatic paintings and associated writings of 

Ad Reinhardt (1913-1967) and Yves Klein (1928-1962). Since its inception in 1918, the modem 

monochromatic painting has continued to fascinate, puzzle, and even upset viewers. Despite 

this, artists continue to explore this form. It would be unrealistic to assume that there is one 

artistic ideology that motivates all monochromatic painters. Trying to uncover all varying 

ideologies would be too difficult and require research based on the subjective writings of 

critics and historians. In an attempt to understand the monochrome from the artist's 

perspective I have analysed texts written by the artists regarding their own artwork. Not only 

did Reinhardt and Klein paint monochromatic images at the same time in history, but both 

documented their creative processes in writing. I have examined two edited collections of texts by 

these artists: Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt (1975) and the English 

translation of Overcoming the Problematics of Art: The Writings of Yves Klein (2007). The 

body of this dissertation uncovers similarities and differences in regards to formal aspects, 

functional roles, and sources of inspiration associated with these paintings. These include artistic rules 

regarding colour and line, the intended function of art in life, and a shared affinity for Eastern 

philosophy and aesthetics. While far from uncovering any universal monochromatic ideology, 

this examination provides some background on and appreciation for the creative process of 

monochromatic painting and a basic understanding of the reaction to the form. 
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1. AN INTRODUCTION TO MONOCHROMES 

And the young public sees nothing interesting in the fact that one may open a door 
with a key instead of knocking it down with brute force. One may say, 'Why yes, 
evidently, it is too simple like that, anyone can do it.' 

2 

--Yves Klein, "On Judo" 

Just as humour can be found in even the most uncouth jokes due to their basis in truth, 

so can wisdom be found in an adage whose constant use has rendered it cliched. One such 

adage addresses the narrative properties of images: A picture is worth one thousand words. 

This is an easily substantiated claim. Consider an image like Raphael's The School of Athens, 

and even an unskilled wordsmith can easily write nine hundred words just describing the 

scene before them. Now, remove the philosophers. Remove the marble sculptures, tiled 

floors, and cloudy skies. Replace it with a field of blue or black (or not-black). What can, or 

should, be said about the image now? 

"Blue." 

"It's blue." 

"The artist has clearly taken blue paint and covered his canvas with it." 

One, two, thirteen words - a far cry from the promised thousand. Perhaps the next 

nine hundred eighty-seven words could most easily come from a description of what a 

monochromatic painting is not. A monochromatic painting is not an accurate representation of 

the natural world, nor is it an abstracted portrayal of something real. It is not an illusion nor is 

it a mathematically constructed space. 

But what is a monochromatic painting? The most basic definition of a monochromatic 

painting, or monochrome, is a painting which employs a monochromatic colour scheme. This 

colour scheme is one which includes variations of a single hue. 1 A review of colour theory 

and terms as used in this dissertation will help clarify this definition. 

1 Edith Feisner, Colour: How to Use Colour in Art and Design, 2nd ed. (London: Fairchild 
Publications, Inc, 2006), 67 
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On a physiological level, colour is "a sensation of light that is transmitted to the brain 

through the eye," produced by the reflection of light waves off objects.2 Paint is composed of 

pigment (coloured powder) and binder (a substance which adheres pigments to surfaces). 

Because ofthe nature of pigment, the more pigments that are mixed together, the less light is 

reflected and the blacker the resulting colour appears. This process is known as subtractive 

colour. In art terms, the word hue is often used interchangeably with colour and refers to the 

given name of a colour. Yves Klein developed a very specific hue of blue paint named 

International Klein Blue. The temperature of a given hue refers to its perceived warmth or 

coolness. Even black paint has temperature. Commercially manufactured black paints are 

often cool, while subtractively mixed black paint will be warm, or chromatic. 3 Ad 

Reinhardt's monochromes are composed of varying temperatures of chromatic black. 

The archetypal Western monochrome can be traced back to 1918 with Kazimir 

Malevich's Suprematist Composition: White on White. A form that began as a Soviet 

expression of Suprematist painting was later embraced and explored by a wide range of 

painters from Neo-Dada artists to Minimalists and Formalists. Monochromes have continued 

to be painted and exhibited in galleries throughout the twentieth century and into the new 

millennium. 

What is it about this form that continues to attract artists with different motivations 

and backgrounds while often repelling viewers? There is no single answer to this question. A 

Formalist may view a monochrome as the end-all of painting, for after the monochrome, what 

is there left to paint? A Minimalist may see a plane of pure colour as the ultimate expression 

of simplicity. This dissonance may not only be a contributing factor to the misunderstanding 

of monochromes by certain viewers, but is also a challenge when trying to understand and 

reconcile this type of imagery with a classical canon of fine art. 

To formally analyse all twentieth century monochromatic paintings, the intentions of 

the artists, and the readings of said paintings would be a massive task and lies far beyond the 

borders of my interests. It may seem logical to compare the work of two painters separated by 

both time and ideology. However, an analysis of this kind would introduce many variables 

and one would have to take into account things such as socio-political changes, the attitudes 

of other painters, and the causality between one painting and another. And while it would be 

2 Feisner, 3. 
3 Feisner, 23, 8, 3, 56-57. 



interesting to note how a shift in visual culture and social philosophies does or does not have 

an effect on the potency of monochromatic imagery, this sort of approach is likely to focus 

more upon cultural history rather than upon the art. 
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Coming from an academic studio background, I am more interested in the intentions 

of the artists and the function of the art. Those who make art know that every image comes 

from somewhere. There is always motivation regardless of the level oftechnical skill. Images 

- even those that may not appeal to personal tastes -hold the keys to understanding such 

motivations and related messages. However, to those who do not participate in this sort of 

creative process, it is easy to miss the message or dismiss the functions of an abstract form. It 

becomes too easy to say, "I could do that. This is no good." This, perhaps, may be the root of 

the misunderstanding of monochromes. In order to understand the inspiration, motivation, and 

misunderstanding of monochrome painters and their images, I have chosen to analyse the 

monochromatic paintings and writings of American painter Ad Reinhardt (1913-1967) and 

French painter Yves Klein (1928-1962). These two artists not only produced a number of 

monochromatic paintings- the former in black, the latter in blue- during the 1950's and 

60's, but both also wrote extensively during this same period. In order to make sense of Ad 

Reinhardt's and Yves Klein's monochromatic work I have chosen to examine the texts 

included in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt (1975) and the English 

translation of Overcoming the Problematics of Art: The Writings of Yves Klein (2007). By 

focusing on these two anthologies I am better able to understand the artists' motivations and 

avoid interpretations from critics and historians. 

Though their paintings share the basic format of the monochrome, Reinhardt and 

Klein's writings exemplify their distinct personalities and intentions. Reinhardt was labelled 

"the black monk," and his writing tends to be meditative and introspective, exhibiting 

complex logic and definition via negation. 4 Often repetitive and sometimes contradictory, 

Reinhardt's texts are the result of years of artistic development and experience. Nearly all of 

his texts are written in support of his art-as-art dogma and as such tend to be didactic and 

authoritative. However, there is never a lack of his subtle "sardonic and dry humor."5 Klein's 

writings reveal a much louder and flamboyant personality. A majority of his texts focus on his 

obsession with colour and immateriality and chronicle his attempts at stabilising the 

4 Ad Reinhardt, "Black as Symbol and Concept," in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad 
Reinhardt, ed. Barbara Rose (New York: The Viking Press, 1975), 86. 
5 Ad Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," in Art-as-Art, 14. 
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intangible "sensibilities" of art. Though not all his planned artistic endeavours came to 

fruition- including "tactile sculptures" composed of boxes containing live nude models as 

well as proposed forays into cannibalism - Klein wrote about each with equal sincerity, 

enthusiasm, and wit. 6 These eccentric forms of artistic expression, as well as his belief that 

painting was more a way of existence than an art form, led to his association with mysticism.7 

Despite these differences in personality and approach, Reinhardt's and Klein's writings 

address concerns with similar subject matter which I will explore in the following three 

chapters: the formal aspects of monochromatic paintings, the function of monochromes in 

both the art world and society in general, and the philosophies and cultures that inspire both 

form and function. 

6 Yves Klein, "Notes on Certain Works Exhibited at Galerie Colette Allendy"and "Chelsea 
Hotel Manifesto: New York, 1961," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art: The Writings of 
Yves Klein, trans. Klaus Ortmann (Putnam, CT: Spring Publications, 2007), 22, 196. 
7 Yves Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art, 147. 
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2. FORMAL DECISIONS 

THE STRICTEST FORMULA FOR THE FREEST ARTISTIC FREEDOM. 
--Ad Reinhardt, "25 Lines of Words on Art" 

Form no longer is a linear value but rather a value of impregnation. 
--Yves Klein, "Chelsea Hotel Manifesto" 

The monochromatic painting, or monochrome, is by its very definition an object 

classified by its form. The only qualifier necessary for a monochrome is that it is 

monochromatic: painted in one colour. By this standard, everything from Yves Klein's solid 

blue sponges (fig. 2.1) to Jasper John's figurative White Flag (1955, fig. 2.2) may all be 

labelled as "monochrome." Even Ad Reinhardt's "black" paintings (fig. 2.3), which are 

actually composed of barely perceptible variations in chromatic temperature, are considered 

monochromatic. As evidenced by these varying manifestations, there are no universal rules 

for monochromatic painting. Monochromes may be painted by brush on canvas or soaked in 

pigment. Monochromes may even be representational and contain recognisable imagery. It is 

the artist's intentions for the function of the image that determine the method of painting and 

final appearance of a monochrome. This is the case for both Reinhardt's and Klein's mature 

series of monochromatic canvas paintings. In addition, because both artists painted numerous 

identical monochromes, they developed set rules and characteristics for their forms. To better 

understand these rules and why these artists developed them, it is necessary to consider how 

each artist arrived at the practise of painting monochromes. 

The elder of the two, Ad Reinhardt began his painting career decades before Klein. 

Born in 1913, "the year ofthe climax of cubism and the birth of abstract art," Reinhardt once 

noted that "I was born for [abstract art] and it was born for me. "1 In 1931 Reinhardt attended 

Columbia College and then continued his painting studies in 1936 with Francis Criss, Karl 

Anderson, and the abstract painter Carl Holty.2 Following his graduation from Columbia, 

Reinhardt became involved with two influential artistic groups: The Easel Division of the 

Works Progress Administration (WPA) and the American Abstract Artists (AAA). The WPA, 

1 Ad Reinhardt, "Reinhardt Paints a Picture," in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad 
Reinhardt, ed. Barbara Rose (New York: The Viking Press, 1975), 11. 
Ad Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," in Art-as-Art, 21. 
2 Ad Reinhardt, "Chronology by Ad Reinhardt," in Art-as-Art, 5-6. 
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an American government New Deal agency set up to help provide employment during the 

Great Depression, provided artistic projects for unemployed painters. While often 

commissioning painters to create representational scenes of city and country life, Reinhardt 

felt little pressure from the agency to do so and was free to express himself abstractly. 3 

During the same year in which he was employed by the WP A, Reinhardt joined the American 

Abstract Artists group. Here he engaged with forty or fifty of the country's most active 

abstract painters, and even copied some of their paintings. Though he considered himself a 

member of every avant-garde movement from that time, Reinhardt believed his early years at 

the AAA to be the most influential for his painting. 4 

Over the next thirty years, Reinhardt's artistic style would evolve yet always remained 

abstract. He began experimenting with achromatic and monochromatic images around 1952. 

He abandoned the use of bright colour in 1953 and began to experiment with different 

temperatures of black paint.5 His early black paintings were executed in oil paint on canvases 

of varying dimensions. By 1962 he was creating the sixty-by-sixty inch square paintings for 

which he is most famous. 

Yves Klein's introduction into the realm of monochromatic painting was much more 

direct. Unlike Reinhardt, who spent his younger years pursuing formal artistic and art 

historical training, Klein spent his adolescence investigating judo, Phenomenology, and 

Rosicrucianism. Nonetheless, art still played a role in his early life. As the son of two artists

his father a figurative painter, his mother an abstract painter- Klein's early work was 

influenced by his family. This fact annoyed the young artist and initially distanced him from 

painting.6 However, Klein was more intrigued by the concepts of colour and space than 

composition or the juxtaposition of forms, and so he decided to explore the monochrome 

instead.7 Interestingly, Klein's initial exploration of this form was not visual, but musical. In 

194 7 he composed his Monotone-Silence Symphony- a single note, forty minute "symphony" 

3 Ad Reinhardt, "Oral history interview with Ad Reinhardt," c. 1964, Archives of American 
Art, Smithsonian Institution, http://www.aaa.si.edu/collections/interviews/oral-history
interview-ad-reinhardt-12891. 
4 Reinhardt, "Reinhardt Paints a Picture," 11; Reinhardt, "Oral history interview." 
5 Reinhardt, "Chronology by Ad Reinhardt," 7. 
6 Yves Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art: The Writings of Yves Klein, trans. Klaus Ortmann (Putnam, CT: Spring 
Publications, 2007), 152. 
7 Yves Klein, "Overcoming the Problematics of Art," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 
45. 
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which he hoped would serve as a sort oftheme song for his life.8 This symphony was Klein's 

first assertion of his opinion that a single formal element - in this case, a single note - could 

constitute a complete artwork. Though musical in nature, Klein would later parallel this 

exploration of the power of a single expression of sound with the power of a single expression 

of colour in his paintings. 

Klein's first publicly released monochromatic images were published in 1954. Yves: 

Peintures (Yves: Paintings) was printed in the form of an exhibition catalogue, but rather than 

presenting a collection of actually existing artworks, the booklet was the artwork (fig. 2.4). 

Where one would expect to find a preface is instead a surrogate representation composed of 

black lines rather than text, signed by Klein's close friend Claude Pascal. This preface is 

followed by ten monochromatic images. Rather than being representations of paintings, the 

images were pieces of coloured paper, captioned with the dimensions of the actual sheet of 

paper, and creation date. Also included were city names referencing where the images were 

created.9 While not paintings in the traditional sense, the monochromes contained in Yves: 

Peintures begin to reveal Klein's interest in pure colour's potential to constitute an entire 

work of art as well as his penchant for the conceptual. 

By the end of the following year, Klein began producing more traditionally painted 

monochromes executed with rollers on wood, canvas, and cardboard. 10 It was during this 

period that Klein, with the help of close friend and architect Bernadette Allain, encountered 

Rhodopas M60A - a toxic and colourless binding agent. The two discovered that when mixed 

with pure pigment, the resulting paint displayed an unaltered, vivid colour. This allowed 

Klein to produce a wide range ofhighly saturated and intense monochromes (fig. 2.5). 11 Most 

of these paintings are untitled and identified only by their colour: pink, yellow, green, white, 

and so forth. In 1956, Klein displayed a collection ofthese monochromes at a Paris exhibition 

at Galerie Colette Allendy. Due to the pureness of the pigment and the ability of colour to be 

"presented as a proposition of itself," Klein no longer considered his work paintings in the 

traditional sense, and he referred to them instead as "propositions."12 Because of this, the 

8 Klein, "Overcoming the Problematics of Art," 46-47. 
9 Olivier Berggruen, Max Hollein, and Ingrid Pfeiffer, eds., Yves Klein (Germany: Hatje 
Cantz Publishers, 2004), 216-217. 
10 Berggruen, 227-228. 
11 Berggruen, 21 7. 
12 Yves Klein, "Speech to the Gelsenkirchen Theater Commission," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art, 38. 
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exhibition was titled Yves- Propositions Monochromes. Klein hoped that his monochrome 

propositions would allow viewers to attain "a degree of contemplation that turns color into 

full and pure sensibility." Instead, Klein was disappointed to learn that, rather than 

experiencing each painting as a complete and independent experience, viewers compared 

neighbouring paintings and searched for relationships between then. 13 Determined to share his 

vision with others, Klein sought to discover the single colour that would best serve his 

purpose. Using a mixture of ultramarine pigment and Rhodopas M60A, Klein finally created 

a hue which he named International Klein Blue, or IKB. At his show Yves Klein: Proposte 

Monochrome I Epoca Blu (Yves Klein: Monochromatic Propositions I Blue Period) at 

Galleria Apolinaire in 1957, Klein was determined to prevent viewers from comparing and 

juxtaposing individual paintings. He displayed ten identical paintings in IKB, as well as one 

red monochrome displayed in a separate space. 14 Thus began Klein's blue period, for which 

he is most well-known. 

Though their backgrounds and experience in art varied, Reinhardt and Klein arrived at 

the monochromatic form at nearly the same time. As will be explored later, the conceptual 

reasons for arriving at this form, and the way in which each artist hoped these images would 

function also varied. Yet in terms of the formal rules that both Reinhardt and Klein would 

impose upon themselves and that they hoped other artists would embrace, they were more 

similar than not. Both artists wrote extensively and explicitly about the formal elements that 

concerned them most: colour, support, line, brushstroke, and abstraction. 

When formally examining a monochrome, colour is impossible to ignore. In most 

instances, it is the defming element of the painting. The colours most closely associated with 

Ad Reinhardt and Yves Klein are, respectively, black and blue. For these artists, painting a 

monochrome was not just about painting a field of one colour, but painting a field of one 

specific colour. 

To say that Reinhardt's colour of choice was black would be an oversimplification. He 

was never one to give straightforward definitions, and throughout his writings Reinhardt often 

defined concepts by explaining all the things they were not. This method of discovering truths 

via negation, which has been likened to methods of Asian philosophy and attributed to his 

13 Klein, "Speech to the Gelsenkirchen Theater Commission," 39. 
14 Yves Klein, "My Position in the Battle Between Line and Color," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art, 20. 
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intense interest in Asian art history, is used extensively in his series of"Art-as-Art" essays. 15 

In his essay "Art in Art is Art-as-Art (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part III)" (1966), Reinhardt defines 

the colour of his black paintings: 

A color in art is not a color. 
Colorlessness in art is not colorlessness. 

Dark gray in art is not dark gray. 
Matte black in art is not matte black. 
Gloss black in art is gloss black. 16 

Though Reinhardt's definition appears enigmatic, and even a bit arbitrary, it does reveal his 

strong feelings regarding the colour of his paintings. The first lines of his description 

regarding colours and colourlessness demonstrate his method of negation. According to 

Reinhardt, "color is always trapped in some kind of physical activity or assertiveness of its 

own; and color has to do with life."17 This association of colour with life was in direct conflict 

with his artistic philosophy of"art-as-art." This philosophy was built upon the belief that "art 

is art. Everything else is everything else."18 In order to adhere to this dogma, Reinhardt would 

have to rid his paintings of the assertiveness of colours and the associated references to life. 

The only acceptable colour for Reinhardt would have to be a non-colour: black. Though, 

using Reinhardt's method of negation, black seemed the best option for his painting, it was 

not without issue. Reinhardt was well aware of the conceptual problems of using black paint 

and had several concerns regarding the colour, particularly in regard to symbolism and finish. 

The first concern for Reinhardt was the symbolic associations of black. Reinhardt was 

uninterested in gestural and conceptual artistic actions, such as those of Klein's later work, 

and was concerned only with painting in a more traditional sense: paint on canvas. As such, 

Reinhardt was limited to expressing himself with actual paint as opposed to less-conventional, 

conceptual media such as fire or air. Paint is, essentially, a physical expression of colour via a 

mixture of pigment and binder. Though conceptually black may be the closest thing to a non

colour, due to the subtractive nature of pigment, it is physically an expression of all colour. 

15 Walter Smith. "Ad Reinhardt's Oriental Aesthetic." Smithsonian Studies in American Art 4, 
no. 3/4 (1990): 33. 
16 Ad Reinhardt, "Art in Art is Art-as-Art (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part III)," in Art-as-Art, 65. 
17 Ad Reinhardt, "Black as Symbol and Concept," in Art-as-Art, 87. 
18 Ad Reinhardt, "25 Lines of Words on Art Statement," in Art-as-Art, 51. Variations of this 
statement appear in several of Reinhardt's art writings, but the meaning is always the same: 
art exists entirely exclusive of all other aspects of life. It does not interact with the world, but 
exists for its own sake. 
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Conceptually, black carries with it many religious, cultural, and even political references. 

Reinhardt concedes to these associations in a seminar transcript titled "Black as Symbol and 

Concept" (1967). In this seminar, Reinhardt discusses the religious connotation which black 

carries with it. He notes the Christian association of black with evil and sinfulness, but also 

mentions the transcendental qualities that black carries in Eastern religions, such as Islam and 

Buddhism. 19 These religious undertones were of great interest to Reinhardt, even though he 

wished to avoid them in his painting, and his personal notes are full of references and 

quotations regarding good and evil, heaven and hell, and even witchcraft?0 However, these 

are not the only concepts associated with black; Reinhardt also made note of the more secular 

kinds of symbolism. These include cultural conventions such as "the villain with the black 

gloves" versus the "the cowboy with the white hat and the white horse." Though these 

associations stem from religious notions of good and evil, they have carried over into secular 

culture. Reinhardt also notes the references to black as a symbol in the works of Chaucer, 

Milton, and Shakespeare. Certain references even carried over into the political and social 

atmosphere of the time, and Reinhardt makes a very brief mention of the racial connotations 

ofblackness.21 Regardless of all these symbolic associations, Reinhardt was happy to ignore 

these aspects and accept black as the most non-colour of available colours. 

The second concern for the painter was that of finish. Reinhardt was highly opposed to 

the use of glossy paint and spoke out against it in many of his writings. It was his belief that 

the use of glossy paint integrated a painting into the rest of the world. He observed how a 

canvas of glossy black worked as a sort of mirror, reflecting the gallery space as well as the 

images of whoever stood before it. This rendered the quality of the colour "unstable," as it 

created an opportunity for viewers to create their own associations with the paintings. To 

avoid this contamination of his art, Reinhardt used his process ofnegation to arrive at a colour 

that was the opposite of glossy, reflective black. He finally opted for a matte black paint, 

which he at times referred to as dark grey, and he deemed it the least referential form ofnon

colour.22 

Klein had equally strong feelings about the colour of his paintings. Like Reinhardt, 

Klein did not believe a colour in a painting was merely a colour. Unlike Reinhardt, Klein's 

19 Reinhardt, "Black as Symbol and Concept," 86-87. 
20 "The Black Paintings," in Art-as-Art, chap. 3, 81-113. 
21 Reinhardt, "Black as Symbol and Concept," 86. 
22 Reinhardt, "Black as Symbol and Concept," 87. 
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conception of colour was not based on negation; rather, it was a reflection of his interest in 

phenomenology. Throughout his writings, Klein makes reference to his interest in the essence 

of experience. It was this essence, this experience of one moment in time, which he wished to 

communicate through painting. In 1957 Klein wrote in his journal: 

Painting serves only to prolong for others the abstract pictorial 'moment' in a tangible 
and visible manner. .. For the painter, paintings serve only to take stock of these 
'moments', to ascertain their nature or rather what they are. Little by little, by trial and 
error, canvas after canvas, they succeed in living the 'moment' continually.23 

These pictorial moments, or sensibilities, were what Klein wished to capture in his 

monochrome canvases. Klein described sensibility as "what exists beyond our being yet 

belongs to us always ... Sensibility is the currency of the universe, of space, of Nature. It 

allows us to purchase life in the first material state."24 The best way to share this sensibility, 

according to Klein, was through colour, or "the 'materialization' of sensibility."25 

Before arriving at IKB as the best expression of pictorial sensibility in 1957, Klein 

experimented with many different colours. In a great number of his essays, Klein expresses 

his enthusiasm for the potency of colour, and all these texts share the same sentiment: 

individual colours are unique worlds, experiences, or lives that are impregnated with 

sensibility. Like Reinhardt, who was aware of the symbolic connotations of colour, Klein was 

similarly sensitive to the different expressions of sensibility carried by different hues. Klein 

addresses this issue in his text "The Monochrome Adventure": "There are vibrant colors, 

colors that are majestic, vulgar, sweet, violent, or sad ... When we contemplate a terribly sad 

color, for example, we feel ourselves immersed, dissolved in a space that is immeasurably and 

extradimensionally sad."26 Klein found this quality interesting yet considered it too physical. 

"All colors bring forth associations of concrete, material, and tangible ideas," he wrote later in 

the same essay. What Klein was searching for was a purely pictorial expression, one not tied 

to tangible objects or ideas. Where Reinhardt reasoned this colour to be black, Klein arrived 

at blue. "Blue has no dimensions," explained Klein. "'It is' beyond dimensions, while the 

other colors have some .... Blue evokes all the more the sea and the sky, which are what is 

23 Yves Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," in Overcoming the Problematics of 
Art, 14-15. 
24 Yves Klein, "The Evolution of Art Towards the Immaterial: Lecture at the Sorbonne, 3 
June 1959," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 76. 
25 Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 141. 
26 Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 142. 
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most abstract in tangible and visible nature." 27 In a manner similar to Reinhardt, Klein 

eliminated all other possibilities to arrive at the colour that conflicted the least with his ideals. 

However, "blue" was not specific enough, for Klein believed that each "nuance" of a colour 

has its own distinct expression.28 It was this which led Klein to create his International Klein 

Blue. 

Having established the one colour that best served their individual artistic purposes, 

Reinhardt and Klein had to decide what surface would best present or, in the case of Klein, 

propose their colours. While each artist had numerous philosophical and personal reasons for 

painting in either black or blue, their choice of physical support was less complicated. 

Nonetheless, both artists created rules for the structure of their supports and included 

instructions concerning this in their writings. Reinhardt was very specific about the size of his 

black-square paintings, and once he developed the format he never deviated from it. In a short 

article on his monochromes, Reinhardt describes his canvases as "five feet wide, five feet 

high, as high as a man, as wide as a man's outstretched arms."29 Barbara Rose, editor of Art

as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt, observes that these measurements are a 

reference to Leonardo Da Vinci's depiction ofVitruvius's geometry ofman.30 Though 

Reinhardt spoke passionately against his art being about, or referencing, anything, his 

extensive education in art history makes this a plausible assumption. More certainly, however, 

the dimensions of his paintings were just another example of Reinhardt defining all the things 

that he did not want his paintings to be. Following his initial designation of canvas size, 

Reinhardt further elaborates "not large, not small, sizeless."31 Being shorter than the average 

man, Reinhardt's paintings were indeed too small to be considered "large". Yet, being man

sized, the paintings are not easily classified as "small." In this roundabout way, Reinhardt 

managed to determine just what size a "sizeless" painting should be. 

Klein was far less specific about the minute details of the format of his paintings. His 

writings provide no rules for dimensions nor do they provide much reasoning for his choices. 

However, in both his text "The Monochrome Adventure" and his speech to the Gelsenkirchen 

theatre commission (1958), Klein describes his supports as wooden or hardboard panels 

27 Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 159. 
28 Yves Klein, "Text for the Exhibition 'Yves Peintures' at Lacoste Publishing House, Paris, 
15 October 1955," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 12. 
29 Ad Reinhardt, "The Black-Square Paintings," in Art-as-Art, 82. 
30 Barbara Rose, introduction to "The Black Paintings", in Art-as-Art, 81. 
31 Reinhardt, "The Black-Square Paintings," 82. 
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"covered with a very fine and tightly-stretched canvas." He writes little else about his 

canvases except to note that the panels may vary as "format and chromatic value [are] in 

general unconnected. "32 On several occasions Klein expressed an interest in creating a 

painting in the form of pure powder-pigment on the floor, and he even presented a "painting" 

of this type at Galerie Colette Allendy.33 However, he acknowledged the irregularity of this 

approach and decided to maintain "the classical rectangular format" to avoid shocking 

viewers of his work. He felt that even the most avant-garde members of the artistic 

community were not prepared for such abstract work, and therefore a canvas would be the 

best way to keep the viewer focused on the sensibility of his work.34 This lack of concern for 

the supports upon which he painted is due to Klein's intense focus upon the sensibilities 

presented by his blue paint. His canvases were but vehicles for proposing his monochromes 

and their inherent sensibilities and immaterial qualities. Klein was so unconcerned with 

physical supports that as he refined his works and moved on from his blue period he 

abandoned his canvases for other surfaces, such as sponges and human bodies. Ultimately, 

Klein would realise that IKB was still too material to communicate pure sensibility and even 

abandoned the paint. 

While their opinions on colour and support varied slightly, Reinhardt and Klein were 

united in their opposition to line. Of the two, Klein wrote most directly regarding this subject: 

I am opposed to the line and to all that result from it: outlines, forms, and 
compositions. All paintings, of whatever kind, abstract or representational, have on me 
the effect of the bars on a prison window. Freedom lies in the far away dominion of 
color! The 'reader' of a painting of lines, forms, and composition remains a prisoner of 
his five senses.35 

Klein expressed his concern about being trapped by lines in numerous texts, but he addressed 

his position most explicitly in the essay "My Position in the Battle between Line and Color" 

(1958). In this text, Klein compares the properties of line and colour, and the abilities of each 

to "[liberate] the first state of matter." He describes colour as a tangible incarnation ofthe 

sensibilities he wished to capture, as "matter in its first, primal state." As a material form of 

32 Klein, "Speech to the Gelsenkirchen Theater Commission," 38; Klein, "The Monochrome 
Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 143-144. 
33 Klein, "The Evolution of Art Towards the Immaterial: Lecture at the Sorbonne, 3 June 
1959," 93, Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 155, and Yves 
Klein, "Notes on Certain Works Exhibited at Galerie Colette Allendy," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art, 22. 
34 Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 155. 
35 Klein "Overcoming the Problematics of Art," 46. 
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sensibility, colour is capable of inhabiting space and allowing a person to feel free to identify 

with this space and experience sensibility. A line, Klein explains, can only travel through this 

space, concretising "our mortality, our emotional life, our reason, and even our spirituality." 

He even provides in this essay a kind of cautionary anecdote warning against the traumas 

inflicted by line. A self-proclaimed impressionist, Klein sympathised with the post

impressionist Vincent Van Gogh, a painter known for his chronic struggles with mental 

illness. "I believe," wrote Klein, "that [Van Gogh] unconsciously suffered from seeing color 

cut into pieces by lines and its consequences." 36 The only way for Klein to avoid imprisoning 

the sensibilities of his blue paintings and to avoid inflicting such suffering upon viewers of his 

art was to paint a solid, monochromatic form. 

Klein's opposition to line was, essentially, an opposition to figuration, as the 

separation of figure from negative space or background will always create a line. Reinhardt 

wrote similarly about his resistance to line. In an essay published in 1962, Reinhardt wrote: 

"No lines or imaginings, no shapes or composings or representings"37 In an unpublished note 

. h " 1· d" . .c. 1 1· 1 "38 Kl . on negatiOn e wrote, ... non- mear, non- 1agramat1c, ... 10rm ess, ... me ess... em 

disliked lines for the way they trap or destroy the sensibilities of colour. Reinhardt disliked 

lines because they create forms, compositions, representations, and diagrams. In other words, 

lines create readable elements that connect paintings to the world outside of art and as such 

are in conflict with his art-as-art dogma. 

Nevertheless, reading Reinhardt's writings and considering his paintings results in 

conflicting conclusions about his position on the use of line. As opposed to the uniform nature 

of Klein's paintings, Reinhardt's monochromes actually exhibit barely perceptible geometric 

composition. Each canvas is organised into nine congruent squares - each painted in a slightly 

different temperature of black. In reference to Reinhardt's paintings, this trisected 

composition is commonly referred to as a cruciform composition. This form is even 

prescribed within Reinhardt's writings. In the same text in which he outlines the 

measurements for his monochromes, he writes: "trisected (no composition), one horizontal 

36 Klein, "My Position in the Battle between Line and Color," 19. 
37 Ad Reinhardt, "Art-as-Art," in Art-as-Art, 56. 
38 Ad Reinhardt, "On Negation," in Art-as-Art, 102. It was typical ofReinhardt to include vast 
lists in his writings, particularly his private notes. Items in these lists are not always logically 
ordered and therefore at times I have removed multiple items from his original list within my 
quotations so as to avoid confusion. 
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form negating one vertical form (formless, no top, no bottom, directionless)"39 It seems as if 

Reinhardt is attempting to negate figuration through all-over figuration and negate 

composition through symmetry. While this is an interesting theory, in practice this non

composition creates a type of physical line, or contour line, due to the nature of paint. 

Nevertheless, Reinhardt maintains both his non-composition and opposition to line in his 

writings. He also sought to minimise line through his brushwork. 

For some painters, brushwork is an opportunity to express emotion, to demonstrate the 

qualities of the medium, or to leave their personal mark. For a painter of monochromes, 

brushwork allows them to leave evidence of a personal, human touch in a painting which 

presents little overt personalisation. This was something that interested neither Reinhardt nor 

Klein, and both painters addressed the application of paint in their writings. In several of his 

essays regarding the formal elements of abstract painting, Reinhardt mentions "brushwork 

that brushes out brushwork."40 In the essay "Abstract Art Refuses" (1952), in which he lists 

all the ideas with which artists should refuse to be involved, Reinhardt writes, "no cream 

pictures or drippings, ... no mannerisms or techniques, ... no paint qualities, no impasto ... "41 

Though sometimes associated with these painters, Reinhardt was uninterested by the thickly 

applied paint so common in Abstract Expressionist work of the New York School. 42 

However, earlier in his career Reinhardt had in fact experimented with this highly 

expressive style of brushwork. As his painting style evolved, so did his rules regarding art-as

art. The formal elements of Reinhardt's work did not develop in one strict, linear progression. 

Examination of some of his earlier paintings shows noticeable trends and reveals that this 

position on brushwork was one that Reinhardt arrived at after years of abstract painting. 

Number 18, 1948-49 (1948-49, fig. 2.6) is a colourful oil painting in which Reinhardt created 

figuration through calligraphic lines and patches of colour. These forms are created through 

multiple layers of paint which reveal multidirectional brushstrokes and expressive mark 

making. In an untitled gouache and watercolour painting from 1950 (fig 2.7), Reinhardt kept 

the bright colours and general composition of his earlier work, but abandoned the use ofline. 

The entire canvas is covered with slightly transparent patches of colour which reveal his 

gesture, the quality of his paint, and even the texture of his brushes. By the time he began his 

39 Reinhardt, "The Black-Square Paintings," 82. 
40 Reinhardt, "25 Lines of Words on Art Statement," 52. 
41 Ad Reinhardt, "Abstract Art Refuses," in Art-as-Art, 51. 
42 Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," 21. 
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first black paintings in the mid 1950's, Reinhardt was already exhibiting interest in the 

cruciform and his variation in temperature was so subtle it was barely perceptible. Painting 

1955 (1955, fig. 2.8) shows an early cruciform inspired composition. Though the contour 

lines created from adjacent colour patches are more geometric and defined than those of his 

earlier gouache painting, there is no evident mark making; they only become apparent after 

careful sustained examination of the painting. Together, his line and brushwork do not create 

obvious outlines that inform the viewer of any external thought, but rather reward the patient 

and introspective viewer with a subtle form and composition. 

Because Klein's interests were focused around the best way to share artistic or 

pictorial sensibility, his approach to brushwork was simple: there should be none. An 

outspoken opponent of birds, Klein despised the animals for the way they disrupted the pure, 

blue sky.43 In a similar manner, Klein disliked any elements that would in any way disturb the 

pure sensibility that exists within and all around his blue monochromes. Writing in his journal 

in 1957, Klein notes, "The composition, even the texture of my paintings, is the texture of the 

pictorial matter; it must be highly effaced, intensely worked, strong, and serious, in order to 

permit the display in all its splendor- color." 44 To achieve this texture and successfully 

obliterate all disruptions of sensibility, Klein applied his IKB paint to his canvases with a 

paint roller. This choice may seem to add an anti-art element to his paintings due to the 

associations between paint rollers and non-artistic work, such as painting a house. However, 

Klein found little value in this type of association and believed that the successful 

communication of sensibility was achieved through the artist's intent, not their tools.45 Not 

only did the paint roller allow Klein to remove any physical marks from his canvases, but it 

also prevented intellectual contamination. Klein considered brushes to be "too excessively 

psychological" and believed the paint roller to be the tool to distance himself from his 

painting.46 In this way, all trace of the artist was eliminated and all evidence of materials 

removed. All that remained was a pure expression of blue. 

43 Yves Klein, "Truth Becomes Reality: Yves the Monochrome 1960" and "Chelsea Hotel 
Manifesto: New York 1961," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 183, 199. 
44 "I would even say that, in my paintings, I have succeeded in suppressing the space that 
exists in front of the painting, in the sense that the presence of the painting invades both the 
space and the viewer." From: 
Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," 17 and 16. 
45 Klein, "Overcoming the Problematics of Art," 51, and Klein, "The Monochrome 
Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 14 7. 
46 Klein, "Truth Becomes Reality: Yves the Monochrome 1960," 186. 
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These strict formal rules distance their paintings from classic representation. The 

resulting artwork often connects Reinhardt and Klein with abstract painters. Klein 

acknowledged this association: "My paintings affirm the idea of absolute unity in the context 

of perfect serenity, an abstract concept represented in an abstract manner, which causes me to 

be associated with abstract painters."47 While Reinhardt would embrace this association, 

Klein repeatedly rejected it. 

For Reinhardt, an artist who believed he and abstract painting were born for each 

other, abstraction held the highest place in his art-as-art dogma. Aside from his early 

academic studies, Reinhardt had always painted abstractly and felt that his black-square 

monochromes were the freest form of abstract painting. To understand this position, 

Reinhardt's definition of abstraction must be examined. According to his essay "Art-as-Art" 

published in 1962, "Abstract painting is not just another school or movement or style but the 

first truly unmannered and untrammelled and unentangled, styleless, universal painting."48 To 

Reinhardt, abstraction was not merely the reorganisation of forms into a distorted composition 

of reality; it was a push to complete freedom and formlessness. Reinhardt did acknowledge 

the work of artists commonly classified as abstract, such as the Cubists and Abstract 

Expressionists, and appreciated their push towards freedom through colour and all over 

composition.49 However, their relationships with subject matter outside of art, particularly the 

ties of Abstract Expressionists to poetry, troubled Reinhardt. 5° According to him, abstraction 

requires no ties to subject matter to give it meaning, as the meaning is the action of painting 

itself. 51 Therefore, abstraction can very well be considered a valued formal element of his 

monochromatic paintings because it is total freedom of form and from interpretation. 

For Klein, on the other hand, abstraction was more a concept than a formal exercise. 

According to his writings, abstraction stems from the creation of relationships within images 

-something that he refused to do. Discussing the composition of his monochromes, Klein 

writes: "No drawing and no variation of hue appear: there is only UNIFORM color. In such 

manner, the dominant force asserts itself upon the entire painting .... abstract painters, for 

47 Klein, "Text for the Exhibition 'Yves Peintures' at Lacoste Publishing House, Paris, 15 
October 1955," 12. 
48 Reinhardt, "Art-as-Art," 55. 
49 Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," 21; Ad Reinhardt, "Abstraction vs. 
Illustration," in Art-as-Art, 48. 
50 Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," 17. 
51 Reinhardt, "Abstraction vs. Illustration," 49. 
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their part, do not share my point of view and reproach me for among other things, refusing to 

juxtapose colors and provoke relationships among them."52 Klein's disdain for relationships is 

evidenced by his move from multi-coloured monochromes to IKB monochromes. However, 

an experience in 1955 also turned Klein away from the relationships of abstract painting. 

Klein submitted an orange monochrome titled Expression du Monde de la Couleur, Mine 

Orange ("Expression of the World of Colour, Orange Pencil") to the Parisian Salon des 

Realites Nouvelles. Despite initially being accepted for what would be his first salon show, 

Klein was later contacted and informed that his painting would not be exhibited in its current 

state due to its artistic insufficiency. The salon committee requested Klein to add a line or 

mark or spot of another colour, but he declined. "I refuse to present a spectacle in my 

painting," stated Klein. "I refuse to make comparisons and to draw attention, to put some 

stronger element in relation to some weaker ones." 53 Doing so would have tarnished the pure 

pictorial sensibility of his painting, and for Klein, this was the weakness of abstract art. This 

rejection from the exhibition made quite an impact on Klein. In 1957 he wrote, "Abstract 

painting is the picturesque literature of psychological states. It is impoverished. I am delighted 

that I am not an abstract painter."54 

Both Reinhardt and Klein were interested in the formal aspects of monochromatic 

painting. Through careful planning, they were able to push the physical and conceptual 

boundaries of the form while remaining faithful to the basic definition ofthe monochrome: a 

painting executed in one hue. An examination of their writing helps identify the set of rules 

each artist developed regarding colour, support, line, brushstroke, and abstraction. An 

understanding of these rules is the first step to understanding the conceptual and functional 

differences between two collections of paintings that, upon initial examination, appear 

formally similar. 

52 Klein, "Text for the Exhibition 'Yves Peintures' at Lacoste Publishing House, Paris, 15 
October 1955," 12. 
53 Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 138-140. 
54 Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," 14. 
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3. FUNCTIONAL ROLES 

Art is art-as-art and everything else is everything else. Art-as-art is nothing but art. Art 
is not what is not art. 

--Ad Reinhardt, "Art-as-Art" 

Painting serves only to prolong for others the abstract pictorial "moment" in a tangible 
and visible manner. 

--Yves Klein, "Some Excerpts From my Journal of 1957" 

After the act of creation, artworks do not merely exist; they function. A painting is 

never completely free from interaction. It functions in the context of a gallery, a home, and, in 

recent times, the internet. As objects, paintings engage in dialogue with other objects, 

viewers, history, and the spaces in which they are displayed. While Ad Reinhardt and Yves 

Klein were both interested in the act of creation and the formal rules that dictated their 

monochromes, they were also concerned with how their paintings would function. Though 

they produced visually similar paintings, Reinhardt and Klein had dissimilar attitudes towards 

the function of monochromatic painting. 

For Reinhardt, the function of art was a simple one: art is art and nothing else. While 

he employed careful formal rules in an attempt to separate his paintings from all contexts, he 

was aware that they could never be completely free. It may be for this reason that he wrote so 

extensively on his intentions for the function of his art in relation to artists, viewers, and art 

history. Klein also wrote about his intentions for his monochromes in these same contexts. 

However, Klein wrote not to clarify the separation of his art from life, but to explain how art 

was an expression of life, and how life can be a work of art. Though there are similarities 

between the formal rules of Reinhardt and Klein, the intended function of their paintings 

differs. The root ofthis difference may lie in these artists' basic definitions of painting. 

According to Reinhardt, paintings are timeless and free images that communicate 

nothing. As with many of his conclusions, Reinhardt arrived at this definition through 

negation and comparison. In his essay "Abstraction vs. Illustration" (1943), he describes 

paintings by explaining how they differ from pictures: 



[A picture] has subject matter, tells some story, is photographic or cinematographic, 
and sometimes is just plain hand-painted .... A painting, however, is still a relatively 
private, individual activity, and its freest, most abstract form is not concerned with 
communicating specific information or subject matter. 1 
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In other words, a picture may be made of paint but it is not necessarily a painting, while a 

painting will never be a picture. Despite this, Reinhardt did not believe a lack of subject 

equalled a lack of meaning. In an unpublished note Reinhardt wrote: "The one meaning in art 

is only its own meaning and this always the most meaning [sic], and this meaning is always 

meaningless to other meanings."2 Though somewhat puzzling, these statements are not signs 

of contradiction, but rather specificity. Reinhardt's distinctions between "picture" and 

"painting," "subject matter" and "meaning" are subtle yet specific. In this way, Reinhardt 

created a definition of painting that excluded many painted images and situated his own work 

as the epitome of pure painting. 

Klein famously defined painting as the "ashes" of his art- the physical remains of the 

volatile act of artistic creation. 3 His definition of painting can be hard to grasp, which is fitting 

for an artist interested in phenomenology and the intangible. Klein was aware of the traditions 

of the medium and once referred to physical paintings- two-dimensional art objects on which 

a person has applied paint- as the "classical pictorial format."4 As far as he was concerned, 

his own paintings were not the physical objects that hung in galleries as a "painting" is 

anything created by a painter in their attempts to define a pictorial state. He used the term to 

define many of his abstract gestures, including his presentation of an empty gallery in The 

Refinement of Sensibility in the First Material State into Stabilized Pictorial Sensibility 

(1958), which he referred to as an "intangible immaterialization ofpainting."5 In regards to 

his physical monochromatic paintings (or "propositions," as he preferred to call them), Klein 

1 Ad Reinhardt, "Abstraction vs. Illustration," in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad 
Reinhardt, ed. Barbara Rose (New York: The Viking Press, 197 5), 4 7. For more on pictures 
vs. paintings, see: Ad Reinhardt, "Paintings and Pictures," in Art-as-Art, 118. 
2 Ad Reinhardt, "Art-as-Art," in Art-as-Art, 57. 
3 Yves Klein, "Overcoming the Problematics of Art," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art: 
The Writings of Yves Klein, trans. Klaus Ortmann (Putnam, CT: Spring Publications, 2007), 
47. 
4 Yves Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art, 155. 
5 Yves Klein, "The Evolution of Art Towards the Immaterial: Lecture at the Sorbonne, 3 June 
1959," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 81. 



wrote: "My monochrome propositions are landscapes of freedom," a reference to Eugene 

Delacroix and the Impressionist painters that he admired. 6 
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Because Reinhardt and Klein defined their paintings in distinct ways, it follows that 

their paintings also functioned distinctly in relation to both the painter and other artists. 

Reinhardt was attempting, as were many American painters at the time, to purifY and elevate 

the art of painting. He acknowledged this in the essay "Art-as-Art" (1962), in which he wrote: 

"The one object of fifty years of abstract art is to present art-as-art and as nothing else, to 

make it into the one thing it is only, separating and defining it more and more, making it purer 

and emptier, more absolute and more exclusive."7 To accomplish this, Reinhardt developed 

and exercised the formal rules mentioned earlier and thereby eliminated all narrative pictorial 

elements from his images, thus creating pure art. For Reinhardt, the resulting monochromes 

functioned as "the last painting which anyone can make" and an illustration of the validity 

and authority of his dogma. 8 

However, Reinhardt denied that this was his dogma and claimed that the black 

monochrome would function the same way for any "artist-as-artist." To make sense of this, it 

is important to understand that Reinhardt's series of black squares were not a collection of 

unique paintings, but rather the same painting painted over and over again. He refers to this 

painting - the black monochrome - in his writing as "the one painting" or "the one art. "9 

According to Reinhardt, any "artist-as-artist"- a painter working not as a human being, but a 

"pure artist" who has nothing to say - would know this dogma and eventually arrive at this 

form through careful reduction. However, not to downplay his own contribution to abstract 

art, he mentions that he had already reduced painting to its purest form and therefore there 

was no need for anyone else to do it. 10 Reinhardt, who himselfwas an artist-as-artist, declared 

his belief that this one painting was not of his own invention and wrote: "This painting is my 

painting if I paint it. This painting is your painting if you paint it. This painting is any 

painter's painting."11 Despite this claim, Reinhardt is unsurprisingly the only artist to have 

6 Yves Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," in Overcoming the Problematics of 
Art, 13. 
7 Ad Reinhardt, "Art-as-Art," in Art-as-Art, 53. 
8 Ad Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," in Art-as-Art, 13. 
9 For examples of these exact phrases, see: Reinhardt, "Art-as-Art," 56, 57; Ad Reinhardt, 
"There is Just One Painting (Art-as-Art Dogma, Part XII)," in Art-as-Art, 71. However, the 
repetition of a single form or set of rules is mentioned indirectly in many other writings. 
10 Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," 12-19. 
11 Ad Reinhardt, "Abstract Painting, Sixty by Sixty Inches Square, 1960," in Art-as-Art, 84. 
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produced "the one painting"- the sixty-by-sixty black cruciform monochrome. When asked 

why no other artists were painting "the one painting," Reinhardt simply answered, "Well, 

that's a great mystery."12 What Reinhardt sardonically discounts as a mystery is more likely a 

result ofhis self-admitted method of rationalisation through inconsistently cogent arguments: 

It may seem as if my ideas were 
"picked up," picked out 
or as if it were all a 

rationalization of what 
I've done and do and it is13 

As Reinhardt's arguments occasionally seem "picked out" or even conflicting, it is highly 

unlikely that another artist would develop his exact artistic dogma. At times, Reinhardt's 

words obscure his actual meaning. The one thing that is clear is that Reinhardt wished his 

paintings to function only as art. As a result, for him the painting process was intended to 

purify his work to its most basic form in order to best achieve this function. 

Klein also wrote about his personal intentions for the function of his art. Unlike 

Reinhardt, Klein was not interested in purifying painting to create a final, definitive form. In 

fact, Klein was disappointed to learn that his own supporters had mistaken his artistic gestures 

for expressions of purity .14 What did interest Klein was the pureness of the pictorial 

sensibility that he wished to communicate and that was best expressed through pure, vibrant 

pigment. His formal choices supported his functional intention of presenting an untainted 

pictorial sensibility supported by canvas. In addition, Klein viewed his paintings as one of the 

best paths to the total integration of art and life - a concept in direct opposition to Reinhardt's 

philosophy. In "The Monochrome Adventure," Klein writes: "Painters should resemble their 

paintings, which end up becoming stand-ins for them, in a sense, for they create, they 

procreate art, or rather not: it is life that they create, the first life, life itself."15 Klein 

envisioned paintings functioning not as intermediaries between the worlds of art and human 

experience, but as life itself- becoming fertile sources of artistic sensibility. However, his 

monochromes functioned in another manner that would not become apparent until later in his 

career. Because painting was not the end-all form of expression for Klein, he did not limit 

himself to expressions of sensibility through paint and allowed himself to explore other 

12 Quotation follows Reinhardt's original typography. 
Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," 13. 

13 Ad Reinhardt, "Notes on the Black Paintings," in Art-as-Art, 103. 
14 Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," 17. 
15 Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 148. 



media, eventually attempting to stabilise the pictorial qualities of empty space -that is, "the 

void". In this way, his monochromes also functioned as a stepping-stone into the void. 
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Like Reinhardt, who believed that his monochromatic paintings would function in the 

same manner for any artist who painted them, Klein believed that all artists were attempting 

to create paintings that could stabilise pictorial sensibilities as efficiently as his monochromes 

and that could prolong a pictorial "moment." In his journal Klein wrote: "For each painter, the 

'moment' is generally always the same ... It is the 'quality' of the 'moment' that determines 

the style of the painter." Contrary to Reinhardt, Klein did not advocate the superiority ofthe 

"artist-as-artist" in this pursuit. He believed that "all painters are good painters, each at his 

own level. .. There is no lack of amateur [collectors] for the painters whom we call bad 

painters. They are vulgar, crass, and ordinary- not a bad thing altogether."16 The problem 

with these painters, as with the painters who were not producing "the one" black 

monochrome, was not that they lacked artistic skill, but that they had yet to arrive at the 

perfect expression of sensibility. Klein addressed this point in his text "The Monochrome 

Adventure." In it he relates a parable about a Persian flautist who played a single note for over 

twenty years. When it was brought to his attention that there were other musicians who had 

composed more varied pieces, the flautist replied: "It was not his fault that 'he' had found the 

note for which the others were still in the process of searching!"17 By extrapolation, while 

other artists searched for the formal elements to create a painting that functioned 

immaterially, Klein had already found them. 

In addition to discussing the functional relationship between painting and artist, 

Reinhardt and Klein also wrote about the relationship between painting and viewer. Most of 

Reinhardt's texts included in the posthumous anthology Art-as-Art are introspective writings, 

with nearly half of them unpublished notes. As such, they are focused on discovery, 

brainstorming, and inspiration, with little concern about how the black paintings may function 

in a viewer's context. An elitist of sorts, Reinhardt believed that the one, pure painting could 

only be painted by an artist-as-artist and belonged only in a museum of fine art- the only 

context in which a painting can be freed from all associations except with fine art. 18 In other 

words, if a person is an artist-as-artist, or at least familiar with the concept of art-as-art, then 

the painting will present to them the same meaning as it did to Reinhardt. Everyone else, 

16 Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," 15. 
17 Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 145. 
18 Reinhardt, "Art-as-Art," 54. 
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however, may not understand it the same way- a fact of which Reinhardt was aware when he 

wrote that "anyone not actively involved in line, color, and space structures and relationships 

will find abstract painting difficult to understand, naturally."19 

Despite being aware that there was a large audience of viewers who might not be able 

to interpret, let alone comprehend, his paintings, Reinhardt felt no need to explain his 

monochromes. In an interview from 1966, Reinhardt stated: "I never say anything about my 

paintings. I never explain them or interpret them .... I give [people who do interpret and 

explain them] no encouragement. "20 This is not to say that Reinhardt did not believe in art 

education. On the contrary, Reinhardt spent his professional career not only producing art but 

also teaching it. Not to go against his own beliefs, Reinhardt focused not on "the devaluation 

of art to the common level of mass appreciation," but rather on educating his students to 

engage with art on a higher level.21 During the 1950's, Reinhardt published several essays on 

the topic of a new academy in which fine and pure modern art would be taught. In these 

essays, Reinhardt criticises the academies, museums, and critics of his time for exploiting and 

institutionalising art, thus rendering it nothing more than fashion by pandering to the 

masses.22 In the article "Twelve Rules for a New Academy," in which he outlines his ideal art 

academy, Reinhardt focuses on "'the correction of the artist,' not 'the enlightenment of the 

public. "'23 While the black monochromes may function differently for viewers than for artists, 

Reinhardt's writings make it clear that it was of little concern to him. 

Whereas Reinhardt wished to purify and elevate painting in a manner that separated it 

from all other common aspects of life, Klein wished to integrate his art with life and share his 

immaterial sensibility with a broader audience. For an artist, a monochrome proposition 

functions as a vehicle for capturing a pictorial moment, but the greatest benefit may be to the 

viewer. Klein believed that the public is in search of these indefinable moments but, lacking 

artistic creativity, must rely on painters to express them in a more permanent fashion. 24 The 

monochromes served this function perfectly, as Klein believed them to be the most immaterial 

form of painting. Klein valued this relationship between viewer and painting, as he believed 

19 Reinhardt, "Abstraction vs. Illustration," 49. 
20 Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," 14. 
21 See "Art and Education," chapter 8 of Art-as-Art, 192-207. 
22 Ad Reinhardt, "The Artist in Search of an Academy, Part I" and "Is There a New 
Academy?" in Art-as-Art, 198, 208. 
23 Ad Reinhardt, "Twelve Rules for a New Academy," in Art-as-Art, 204. 
24 Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," 15. 



every blue monochrome to be as unique as the person who wished to purchase it. In 1957 

Klein exhibited a collection of physically identical blue monochromes at Gall erie Colette 

Allendy. Unlike Reinhardt's black paintings, which were multiple presentations of the same 

painting, each blue monochrome was a unique expression of pictorial moments - a fact that 

he believed was evidenced by the reaction from collectors. Throughout the exhibition, 

collectors, as well as the general viewing public, seemed to identify distinct immaterial 

qualities in each painting. Each collector chose the painting that best captured the pictorial 

moment they sought, and then willingly paid the asking price, which were distinct for each 

painting. 25 

26 

Without an understanding of Klein's intentions, one could dismiss this type of 

behaviour as a provocative artistic gesture rather than a sincere expression of his personal 

beliefs. Comparisons come to mind with artists like Andy Warhol, whose personality was 

nearly as famous as his art. Called an "agitateur d'idees (an agitator of ideas)", it seems as if 

Klein used his charm and personality to test the limits of his artistic authority through 

outlandish actions.26 However, an examination of some of his other artistic "gestures" beyond 

the medium of painting raises questions as to whether this kind of analysis is relevant. Klein's 

written explanations of his intentions lead one to believe, if somewhat wistfully, that Klein 

may really have believed that paintings could serve a benevolent function. As stated above, 

Klein's main reason for presenting his blue monochromes in a classical rectangular format 

was to avoid shocking his viewers and to minimise any distractions from the immaterial 

sensibility of the painting. However, with the advent and successful reception oflnternational 

Klein Blue, he seemed eager to find more means by which the sensibilities of the colour could 

be shared with more ofhumanity. In 1958, Klein wrote a series ofletters addressed to 

President Dwight Eisenhower, the Secretary General ofthe International Geophysical Year, 

and the International Conference for the Detection of Atomic Explosions. In the letter to 

Eisenhower, Klein mentioned his plan for a restructuring of the French government by means 

of a "Blue Revolution."27 In the letter to the Secretary General of the International 

Geophysical Year, Klein proposed to create a monochromatic "Blue Sea" by colouring 

25 Klein, "The Evolution of Art Towards the Immaterial: Lecture at the Sorbonne, 3 June 
1959," 83. 
26 Klaus Ottmann, introduction to Overcoming the Problematics of Art, XXII. 
27 Yves Klein, "The Blue Revolution: Letter to Eisenhower, 20 May 1958," in Overcoming 
the Problematics of Art, 25-26. 
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plankton with IKB (for a fee worthy of his "artistic contribution").28 In the final letter, which 

was one of his most politically charged gestures, Klein requested the location of nuclear 

bombs so that he could tum the colour of the bombs and their fallout into IKB. In this way, 

any "disintegration of matter" resulting from a nuclear explosion would leave behind a "most 

spectacular monochrome realization."29 These letters, which bring to light Klein's satirical wit 

as well as his whimsical imagination, also illustrate his desire to share the immateriality of 

blue with the entire world. 

Reinhardt emphasised the functional relationship between painting and artist while 

downplaying the relationship between painting and viewer. In contrast, Klein demonstrated 

how the function of an artist's painting may be validated by the relationship between viewer 

and painting. However, Reinhardt and Klein wrote about yet another role played by their 

paintings: propagators of art historical dialogue. No matter how purified or non-objective a 

painting, it always engages in dialogue with paintings that came before it and will eventually 

engage with the paintings that will come after it. Some paintings participate in direct dialogue 

with art history, via such devices as parody, appropriation, or rejection. A monochrome, 

however, functions as a much more subdued participant in this dialogue. Both Reinhardt and 

Klein were aware of the relationships between their work and paintings past. Due to the subtle 

nature of their art, they expanded this dialogue through writing. 

Klein did not have the same formal art historical training as Reinhardt. Nonetheless, 

he was highly aware of the history of painting and was particularly interested in the history of 

the monochromatic painting. One section of his text "The Monochrome Adventure" discusses 

this history and its implications for Klein and his paintings. He acknowledges the varied 

backgrounds and intentions of a range of painters who had produced monochromes. He 

references the common assertion that Kazimir Malevich created the first modem 

monochromatic painting, but proposes that Giotto produced some of the first monochromatic 

images when he painted the blue skies in his frescoes in Assisi. Though he respected 

Malevich's commitment to his art, Klein was concerned neither with his status as father of the 

modem monochrome nor with the way in which his paintings functioned. Klein described the 

intentions ofMalevich and his followers as a reduction of"painting to form-phenomena and 

28 Yves Klein, "The Blue Sea: Letter to the Secretary General ofthe International 
Geophysical Year," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 27. 
29 Yves Klein, "Blue Explosions: Letter to the International Conference for the Detection of 
Atomic Explosions," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 28. 
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noncolors," fuelled by an "exasperation with form" (a statement that could just as easily 

describe Reinhardt's intentions). Klein did not wish to define his painting through this kind of 

reduction and negation. For him, the monochromes did not represent the deconstruction of a 

classical form but rather the creation of a tangible form of immaterial sensibilities. Because of 

this, Klein saw his paintings aligned more with the philosophies of Delacroix and Vincent 

Van Gogh, whom he believed produced "monochrome thoughts" and shared his appreciation 

for lyricism and the pursuit of colour.30 

While Klein's writings align his monochromes with the paintings and philosophies of 

the Impressionists, his actual paintings, as well as his own behaviour, engage in dialogue with 

the work of an entirely different artist: Marcel Duchamp. 41 years Klein's elder, Duchamp 

had stopped producing artwork years before Klein's birth. Duchamp's witty yet seemingly 

irreverent Dadaist artworks and gestures - which included readymades, the use of puns, and 

cross-dressing - as well as his continued presence in the art world, had a significant influence 

on French and American art. Klein would likely reject Duchamp's anti-art philosophies for 

the same reasons he rejected Malevich's Suprematist philosophies: both movements were 

negative responses that opposed the artwork that preceded it. Despite this, throughout his 

career Klein engaged in acts that questioned the authority of the artist and the validity of art in 

a similar fashion to Duchamp. 

One of Klein's loudest dialogues with Dada is The Refinement of Sensibility in the 

First Material State into Stabilized Pictorial Sensibility (1958, fig. 3.1). An installation of 

sorts, this artwork consisted of an empty gallery space in which Klein carefully painted the 

walls white and then, with his artistic authority, stabilised "the void" within in order to 

emphasise its pictorial sensibility. The formal elements of this work already open up the 

dialogue between Klein's work and that ofDuchamp. The modified gallery space is 

comparable to Duchamp's readymade Fountain (1917). This readymade sculpture presented 

an everyday object in a non-functional role which, with the addition of his signed pseudonym 

and entry into an art exhibition, became "art". However, the presentation of this exhibition 

elevated this relationship to another level. At the opening of his show, Klein employed honour 

guards from the French Republican Guard in full dress uniform to maintain order over the 

nearly 3,000 individually invited guests. The guests were served blue cocktails that, to the 

3° Klein, "The Monochrome Adventure: The Monochrome Epic," 164-167. 
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delight of Klein, later rendered their urine blue.31 The resulting spectacle is more akin to Dada 

performance than traditional painting. 

Even Klein's IKB monochromes are not free from this association with Dada. By 

attributing a unique monetary value to each painting, Klein not only asserted his authority as a 

painter, but also questioned the role of sight in visual art. On more than one occasion Klein 

stated that he understood "that painting is not a function ofthe eye."32 In his journal he wrote, 

"Collectors and amateurs purchase paintings ... because they sense (not so much because they 

see) the 'moment'. "33 This kind of anti -ocular sentiment engages Klein's monochromes in 

direct dialogue with the anti-retinal intentions ofDuchamp's more conceptual work. When 

viewed in this context, Klein's blue monochromes begin to function less as physical paintings 

and more as tangible props in a decade long conceptual performance comprised of all Klein's 

artistic gestures. 

Reinhardt's writings also assisted his paintings in their dialogue with other art. Rather 

than focusing on the history of monochromes, as Klein did, Reinhardt expressed an interest in 

the history of all modern abstract painting. Having lived through and participated in many 

evolutions of abstract art, Reinhardt saw this history as a purification of form that inevitably 

led to his black paintings.34 Though too young at the time to appreciate the sophistication of 

the Dada movement, Reinhardt was familiar with it and actively rejected any associations 

with it in his writing. In an interview for Art International, Reinhardt revealed that his 

relationship with Dada was the exact opposite of Klein's. When asked if he was interested in 

Surrealism, Reinhardt responded, "I would cast out all expressionist, dadaist, futurist, and 

surrealist art. They don't fit in with art-as-art at all." This was an accurate statement from 

Reinhardt, as all those art movements are about something. Dada, and Duchamp, in particular 

displeased Reinhardt because Dada was about anti-art-as-art and the destruction of"fine" 

art. 35 When it was brought to his attention that certain critics associated the process of 

negation exemplified by his paintings to the negative statements of Duchamp, Reinhardt 

responded: "There may be a relation to Malevich and Mondrian, but it would be the exact 

31 Klein, "Overcoming the Problematics of Art," 48-56; Nicole Root, "Precious Bodily 
Fluids," in Yves Klein, edited by Olivier Berggruen, Max Hollein, and Ingrid Pfeiffer 
(Ostfildern-Ruit: Hatje Cantz Publishers, 2004), 143. 
32 Klein, "Lecture at the Sorbonne, 3 June 1959," 82. 
33 Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," 15. 
34 Reinhardt, "Art-as-Art," 53. 
35 Klein, "The Blue Sea: Letter to the Secretary General of the International Geophysical 
Year," 27. 
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opposite ofDuchamp."36 Reinhardt made this point on more than one occasion. In the last 

year of his life, he stated that "I've never approved or liked anything about Marcel Duchamp. 

You have to choose between Duchamp and Mondrian."37 Though Reinhardt wished for his 

paintings to function autonomously, he was aware that there would always be a connection 

between his art and the art of other painters and therefore was adamant about his rejection of 

Dada, Surrealism, and any other art that had something to say. 

Due to the non-objective nature of their monochromatic paintings, both Reinhardt and 

Klein wrote texts to help identify the ways in which their images function. As artists, both 

considered their monochromes to be the most efficient form for communicating their ideals in 

paint. In relation to the artists, these paintings functioned as vehicles for expressing their 

artistic beliefs. In the context of a viewer/painting relationship, their monochromes served 

another function. For Klein, his monochromes are individual expressions of sensibility that 

can be appreciated and even purchased by those seeking a certain pictorial "moment." 

Reinhardt was less concerned with catering to the public; instead, his paintings function as 

markers of fine and pure art to which viewers should learn to elevate themselves. Finally, in 

an art historical context, these monochromes are engaged in involuntary dialogues with other 

artists and art objects. Klein asserted that his monochromes were not involved with the ideas 

of earlier monochromatic painters, such as Malevich, but rather they were immaterial 

representations ofthe philosophies ofthe Impressionists. However, scrutiny of his art 

practices also reveals a connection to Dada. Reinhardt felt his paintings were engaged with 

history in just the opposite manner and repeatedly denied any connection to the world of 

Surrealism and Dada. 

36 Klein, "Some Excerpts from My Journal of 1957," 16 and 17. 
37 Yve-Alain Bois, "The Limit of Almost," in Ad Reinhardt (New York: Rizzoli International 
Publications, Inc, 1991 ), 13. 



4. EASTERN INSPIRATION 

Western museums are so full of stuff that exists that it is refreshing to think about 
paintings that do not exist. 

31 

--Ad Reinhardt, "Abstraction vs. Illustration" 

Judo has helped me to understand that pictorial space is, above all, the product of 
spiritual exercises. 

--Yves Klein, "On Judo" 

The modem Western monochrome first made its appearance in the early 20th Century. 

The Western world was experiencing rapid industrialisation- a phenomenon that brought 

with it positive technological advances as well as devastating military power. While some 

sculptors and architects embraced and exploited automated production, painters continued to 

combat the threats posed by mechanised modes of visual production. They began to 

experiment with abstraction and question the norms of representation in an attempt to validate 

and elevate their medium. Even prior to World War I, painters were searching for inspiration 

and modes of expression that originated in cultures that were ostensibly free of the 

technological constraints and social burdens of the Western world. Painters such as Paul 

Gauguin turned their gaze to the colours and subjects of the Polynesian islands, while Pablo 

Picasso drew from forms of African and Pacific representation. 

Decades later, contemporaries of Yves Klein and Ad Reinhardt faced similar 

struggles. The developed world had experienced the previously unimaginable destructive 

power of the atomic age, and the stuff of science fiction was increasingly becoming science 

fact. In 1952, the American current affairs weekly Time magazine asked the question that 

already preoccupied so many artists' minds: "How should a modem artist react to the atomic 

age?"1 

Like their predecessors, some painters turned to abstraction. However, mere 

deconstruction and reorganisation of recognisable forms were not enough. Painters such as 

Jackson Pollock resorted to completely nonrepresentational imagery- a move that was 

celebrated and promoted by influential critic Clement Greenberg. However, while Greenberg 

viewed this new expressionism as a formalist strategy, Pollock hinted that it was a new visual 

1 Stephen Petersen, "Explosive Propositions: Artists React to the Atomic Age," Science in 
Context 17, no. 4 (2004), 579. 
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language for the nuclear age.2 When technology had rendered the world so small that it could 

now be destroyed at the push of a button, of what use were classical forms of representation to 

a modem painter? 

Even Yves Klein was affected by the apocalyptic power of the atom bomb. In 1958, 

Klein reflected upon his monochromatic pursuits of the past two years and wrote, "We are 

living in the atomic age, where all physical matter can vanish from one day to the next to 

surrender its place to what we can envision as the most abstract."3 This interest in the concept 

of absolute destruction undeniably drove Klein's artistic pursuits outside the realm of 

painting. In 1958, Klein presented The Refinement of Sensibility in the First Material State 

into Stabilized Pictorial Sensibility at Galerie Iris Clert. In this exhibition, Klein dealt with the 

concept of abstracted matter by presenting to the unsuspecting public an empty gallery space, 

which was allegedly infused with the artist's pictorial sensibility. 

As discussed earlier, Klein shared his artistic intentions in a series ofletters in 1958. 

In a letter to the President of the International Conference for the Detection ofNuclear 

Explosions, Klein expressed his interest in art and the atomic age. Addressing himself to, 

among many others, the Dalai Lama, Pope Pius the XII, and the President of the International 

Federation of Judo, Klein requested the location of all atomic and hydrogen bombs, so that he 

could paint them in the style of his then famous blue monochromes. He also suggested that 

the fallout be made to appear as International Klein Blue. With his subtle and quirky humour, 

it seemed that Klein was implying that if the world were going to end, it might as well be art.4 

Ad Reinhardt also had a keen interest in the implications of the atomic bomb. In a 

self-authored chronology written for an exhibition at the Jewish Museum in New York in 

1967, Reinhardt lists, beginning with his birth, 117 influential events that had occurred up to 

the exhibition. Nearly two-thirds of the events listed relate directly to the personal and 

professional life of the artist. Of the remaining third, about half reference war, military 

struggle, and specific nuclear explosions. His inclusion of events such as the "Bay of Pigs 

fiasco" (1961) and China's explosion of an atomic bomb (1964) in a chronology that covers 

2 Petersen, 586-587. 
3 Yves Klein, "My Position in the Battle Between Line and Color," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art: The Writings of Yves Klein, trans. Klaus Ortmann (Putnam, CT: Spring 
Publications, 2007), 20. 
4 Yves Klein, "Blue Explosions: Letter to the International Conference for the Detection of 
Atomic Explosions," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 28-29. 
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pivotal moments such as his first art award (for water-colouring flowers in 1920), his first 

gallery show (1944), and his abandonment of asymmetry (1953), illustrates the importance of 

these events to the artist. 5 Despite this interest in world conflict, Reinhardt remained true to 

his philosophies and separated his art from everything else. His inspiration would have to 

come from elsewhere. 

In his writing, Reinhardt persistently reiterated his belief that "an artist-as-artist, has 

always nothing to say."6 For him, painting was about the purification of the medium and its 

separation from all other aspects of society and life. His black paintings were the ultimate 

embodiment of this goal. According to the artist, they truly say nothing. However, it is 

equally difficult, and perhaps even ludicrous to believe they also come from nothing. As 

tempting as it is to credit the nuclear age for inspiring paintings as provocative and 

controversial as Reinhardt's monochromes, it would be an insult to an artist who dedicated so 

much of his career to the eradication of content from his imagery. To remain faithful to his 

teachings Reinhardt could only be inspired by one thing: nothing. That is not to say that there 

was no inspiration, but that his inspiration came from philosophies that dealt with the virtues 

and aesthetics of nothingness. Of interest to Reinhardt, such philosophies had been in practice 

for centuries in the Middle and Far East. 

Reinhardt's exploration of the aesthetics and philosophies of Eastern cultures began 

years before his first black paintings and continued throughout his life. For over half a decade 

Reinhardt studied Asian art at New York University and even travelled to both Japan and the 

Middle East to continue his investigation of the subject.7 The knowledge he gained from these 

studies not only influenced and informed his personal aesthetic, but also reinforced and 

validated his art-as-art philosophy. 

Reinhardt authored multiple texts on the subject of Eastern art and art history, several 

of which appear in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt. These essays were 

published years after he began his Asian Art History studies with Alfred Salmony, with most 

being published after his trips to Japan and India in 1958. They not only reveal Reinhardt's 

5 Ad Reinhardt, "Chronology by Ad Reinhardt," in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad 
Reinhardt, ed. Barbara Rose (New York: The Viking Press, 1975), 4-6. 
6 Ad Reinhardt, "An Artist, A Fine-Artist or Free-Artist," in Art-as-Art, 142. 
7 Walter Smith. "Ad Reinhardt's Oriental Aesthetic." Smithsonian Studies in American Art 4, 
no. 3/4 (1990): 26. 



affinity for the aesthetics of monochromatic paintings of the Far East, but also give insight 

into philosophies that he would later adopt as his own. 8 

34 

One such essay, "Cycles through the Chinese Landscape", was published in Art News 

in 1954 as a response to an exhibition of Chinese landscape paintings at the Cleveland 

Museum of Art. In it, Reinhardt credits the 1 ih Century Chinese painter Wang Wei with 

inventing the monochrome. Like Reinhardt, Wang Wei also wrote essays on the art of 

painting. Reinhardt quotes one of these texts:" 'In painting landscapes ... the idea should exist 

before the brush is taken up.' A painter summoned to court 'took off his clothes and sat cross

legged,' and that was 'the true way of an artist.' "9 It might be difficult to see how the 

writings of a painter from 1 ih century China had affected Reinhardt's philosophies had he not 

once again referenced, without citation, this same text in another of his publications. Three 

years after "Cycles through the Chinese Landscape," Reinhardt published the article "Twelve 

Rules for a New Academy" in Art News. In this text, Reinhardt outlines guidelines for the 

creation of a new academy of abstract art. Typical of his writings, the article is repetitive and 

full of quotations - some his own, others appropriated from unidentified sources. After a 

lengthy introduction, he enumerates, among other rules, "Twelve Technical Rules (or How to 

Achieve the Twelve Things to Avoid)." The third item in his list of "Twelve Technical Rules" 

is "No sketching or drawing ... 'In painting the idea should exist in the mind before the brush 

is taken up.'" This is a near word-for-word restatement of the Wang Wei quotation from his 

earlier essay. This is not the only reference to the Chinese master. In what would likely be a 

puzzling quotation to most readers, Reinhardt ends his article with a single statement: "The 

fine artist need not sit cross-legged." 10 Though this deviates from Wang Wei's teaching, it is 

still evidence of the effect this writing had on Reinhardt, and perhaps of the artist's subtle 

sense of humour. 

It is not just philosophy that Reinhardt adopted from Eastern culture. He also 

physically incorporated these ideas into his monochromatic painting. In "Cycles through the 

Chinese Landscape," Reinhardt discusses the merits of the Chinese method of perspectival 

organisation in landscape painting. Since the Renaissance, Western painters have traditionally 

8 In this context, by "monochromatic painting", I refer not to the all-over single coloured 
paintings like those of Klein and Reinhardt, but to the traditional brush paintings of China, 
Japan, and Korea that are executed in a single colour of paint or ink. It is sometimes referred 
to as "monotone" painting. 
9 Ad Reinhardt, "Cycles Through the Chinese Landscape," in Art-as-Art, 212, 214. 
10 Ad Reinhardt, "Twelve Rules for a New Academy," in Art-as-Art, 205-207. 
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turned to geometric perspective to organise the spaces in their images. When practised 

correctly, objects in the foreground appear larger than those in the middle and far distance. 

Reinhardt notes that in Eastern landscape painting, the mathematical organisation of space is 

absent, and instead it is the background figures that appear enlarged. This practice, executed 

precisely, is difficult to apply to non-representational imagery and is nearly impossible to 

implement in a monochromatic image. 

Nevertheless, Reinhardt managed to identify the essence of this perspectival practice 

and apply it to his subtle colour field. This essence, Reinhardt explains, lies not in the 

physical placement of objects in the foreground and background, but rather in the way that the 

viewer is psychologically led into an image. 

[In] Western perspective ... the onlooker who, starting with his boundless ego-self, 
finishes by finding (losing?) himself at a precise vanishing point. The Eastern 
perspective begins with an awareness of the "immeasurable vastness" and 
"endlessness of things" out there, and as things get smaller as they get closer, the 
viewer ends up by losing (finding?) himself in his own mind. 11 

At first glance, Reinhardt's square paintings appear to be a solid field of matte black (fig. 4.1). 

This first, most basic viewing of the painting can be compared to the "awareness of the 

'immeasurable vastness'" ofhis monochrome. At this point, the viewer is aware of the 

painting as an object- a whole image. If the viewer then affords some time, they can then 

slowly become aware of the smaller details, or the foreground of this non-representational 

image. 12 These foreground "figures" include the gently shifting temperatures hidden in the 

paint and the freehand cruciform shape that subdivides all the black paintings. Because these 

figures require time and contemplation to notice, they function much like the diminished 

foreground figures of traditional Chinese painting. 

The cruciform is of particular interest to Reinhardt scholars who wish to tie his black 

paintings to an Eastern tradition. In the introduction to one chapter of the anthology Art-as

Art, editor Barbara Rose notes the functional similarities between Reinhardt's cruciform and 

the decorative and abstracted images found in Islamic and Buddhist art. She notes, in 

particular, the meditative state induced by the effort required to focus on the cruciform 

11 Reinhardt, "Cycles Through the Chinese Landscape," 214. 
12 Reinhardt notes that at one of his exhibitions of his black paintings, "Not many observers 
were able to stay in the rooms for any length of time, even when there were benches to sit 
on." 
Ad Reinhardt, "The Black-Square Painting Shows, 1963, 1964, 1965," in Art-as-Art, 84. 
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shape. 13 It is an Eastern outcome achieved via Eastern methods. In an article for the 

Smithsonian American Art Museum, Walter Smith identifies a trend of Eastern influence in 

Reinhardt's paintings, beginning with his earliest abstracted paintings and ending in its most 

mature practise in his black paintings. Smith correlates Reinhardt's use of the cruciform 

specifically to his interest in Indian art- in particular, to the mandala. 14 

A mandala is a geometric, abstracted image with origins in Buddhism. In its most 

generic form, a mandala consists of a square enclosed within a circle enclosed within an outer 

shape. Often adorned with intricate design, the image is highly symbolic and diagrammatic. 

An unpublished sketch and note entitled "Mandala" reveals Reinhardt's knowledge of the 

physical characteristics of the form (fig. 4.2). Though the note itself is not more than a list, it 

appears as though Reinhardt was working out the iconological meaning of the mandala and 

examining characteristics he would eventually incorporate into his monochromes. The first 

three lines of his list highlight his interest in the square form of his paintings, the cruciform 

contained within, as well as his penchant for strict, artistic rules: 

Mandala, circle enclosing square 
Rules, regularities, symmetry, flower, cross, wheel 
Square sanctuary, 4 doors, walls, points15 

Because this note, like so many others in his anthology, is undated, it is difficult to determine 

whether the mandala inspired these characteristics of Reinhardt's black paintings, or if they 

served instead as support for rules that Reinhardt had already determined. 

In addition to writing notes and publishing essays, Reinhardt produced drawn and 

collaged cartoons about modem art and art history. An examination of these cartoons suggests 

the dating of this note to sometime in the early 1950's and helps to identify the level of 

influence the mandala had on Reinhardt's art. In 1956, Reinhardt published his last cartoon 

(fig. 4.3). This image is of a sophisticated mandala form. It is apparent that by this time, 

though still two years before his trip to India, Reinhardt was fully familiar with the form and 

function of the Buddhist mandala. A survey of the dated material in his anthology reveals 

only a handful of texts published prior to this time. Of the few that relate directly to his art 

practice, none makes any mention of black, symmetrical forms. It is relevant to note that 

during the first half of the 1950's, Reinhardt was still experimenting with colour and 

13 Barbara Rose, introduction to "The Black Paintings," in Art-as-Art, 82. 
14 Smith, 36. 
15 Ad Reinhardt, "Mandala," in Art-as-Art, 189. 
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asymmetry in his paintings. Though he had from the start been searching for a way to purify 

painting, prior to his explorations into the mandala form, Reinhardt seemed focused on 

identifying what painting should not be, as opposed to what it should. Interestingly, in a 1952 

exhibition catalogue Reinhardt presented a list of specific things that abstract art (and artists) 

should refuse to do. This list includes: "no neo-religious ... hocus-pocus," "no structure," and 

"no rules". 16 It seems that sometime between 1952 and 1956, Reinhardt became acquainted 

with the mandala and was inspired to incorporate aspects ofthe form into his own painting. 

This appropriation of form was not only on an aesthetic level. The philosophy of the 

mandala is one that aligns itself comfortably with Reinhardt's belief in art-as-art. Described as 

"a consecrated area that must be kept pure," the mandala becomes an analogy for Reinhardt's 

black monochromes. 17 The external sixty-by-sixty inch square, along with the internal 

cruciform, becomes a consecrated area in which pure art is separated from all else. Applying 

words such as "consecrated" to Reinhardt's paintings, however, increases the risk of religious 

association. As with all things that are not art, Reinhardt felt religion had no place in a 

painting. It might seem odd, then, that he would be attracted to the mandala. Though the 

mandala is, at its roots, a religious image, it is not overtly so. As noted by Smith, the 

iconography of a mandala (and other Buddhist art) is present only on the surface, and even 

then it is abstracted. They do not serve as narratives, but rather as visual aids structured in 

such a way that the viewer is led into the image and ultimately into themselves. 18 

While both the form and function of the mandala influenced Reinhardt's 

monochromatic work, there was yet another concept of the mandala onto which he latched: 

repetition. In his notes on mandalas, Reinhardt writes 

No change, no exhaustion 
Recoverable, repeatable, circular time, 
Starting over at the beginning 
Eternal return, repetition 
Made, unmade, remade19 

Reinhardt found this concept of repetition, of the never ending, in all kinds of Asian art. He 

eventually articulated it as "timelessness." In 1960, Reinhardt published an article in Art News 

16 Ad Reinhardt, "Abstract Art Refuses," in Art-as-Art, 50. 
17 Giuseppe Tucci, The Theory and Practice of the Mandala (London: Rider & Company, 
1961), 23. 
18 Smith, 23. 
19 Reinhardt, "Mandala," 189. 
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entitled "Timeless in Asia." In it, he praises the clarity and timelessness of Asian art and 

attributes it to repetition. "Standard forms and identical patterns are repeated and refined for 

centuries," writes Reinhardt. "The intensity, consciousness, and perfection of Asiatic art come 

only from repetitiousness and sameness."20 Reinhardt viewed this repetition as a vital practise 

in achieving purity, and so incorporated it into his own painting practice. In 1963, Iris Clert 

included in her newsletter a brief text by Reinhardt titled "The Black-Square Paintings."21 In 

it, Reinhardt prescribes the exact dimensions and composition that his paintings would take 

from this time on. He also mentions the importance of the repetition of this form. "The 

painting ... is repainted, restored into a new painting painted in the same old way ... again and 

again, over and over again, until it is just 'right' again."22 The repetitive painting ofthe same 

image was an exercise in the purification of painting. Every time Reinhardt painted another 

black monochrome, he was refining the same, timeless image and separating it from all other 

aspects oflife. It was an essential part of his art, and Reinhardt would mention repetition 

again in numerous notes on his black paintings.23 

This concept of repetition and purity, which is present across aspects of many Eastern 

cultures, also inspired the monochromatic work of Yves Klein. While Reinhardt found 

inspiration in the philosophy and aesthetics of Eastern religion and visual arts, Klein found it 

in martial arts. Fellow Frenchman and artist Marcel Duchamp had a deep interest in chess that 

extended far beyond his involvement in the art world. In a similar fashion, Klein's 

involvement with Japanese martial arts affected not just his art, but also his whole life. 

Klein had been interested in martial arts long before his public participation in the art 

world. As a young man in France, Klein studied French boxing. While practicing in a police 

club in Nice, he was introduced to the Japanese martial art of judo. Intrigued by the gentle 

movements of judo, which teaches a person to use their opponent's own force against them, 

Klein decided to travel to Japan to learn the art better. In 1952, Klein arrived at the Kodokan 

Institute in Tokyo. There he discovered that the methods used to teach judo in France had 

been lacking in fundamentals. More interested in physical power and force, Klein spent half a 

year struggling with this new approach to judo. It was not until he embraced the teachings of 

20 Ad Reinhardt, "Timeless in Asia," in Art-as-Art, 217. 
21 Iris Clert's gallery exhibited many works by Yves Klein (including the iconic blue 
monochromes), beginning in 1955. By 1963 she was Ad Reinhardt's dealer in Paris. 
22 Ad Reinhardt, "The Black-Square Paintings," in Art-as-Art, 83. 
23 See "On Negation" (1 02), "Notes on the Black Paintings" (1 04 ), "The First Paintings ... " 
(111), and "End" (113). 
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the six kata, or choreographed technical exercises, that he was able to unlock his full potential 

and fully appreciate the art. Over the next nine months Klein studied and practised diligently, 

all the while taking extensive notes and putting together the text that would eventually 

become his book Les Fondements du Judo (The Foundations of Judo). Klein eventually 

mastered the art and earned the rank of black belt 4th Dan- the highest rank achievable in 

Europe. Klein returned to France to publish his book and share the knowledge he had 

gathered in Japan?4 

In the introduction to The Foundations of Judo, as well as the later anthology 

Overcoming the Problematics of Art: The Writings of Yves Klein (published in French in 2003 

and in English in 2007), Klein openly admits to the influence of judo over his artistic work. 

"Judo gave me much. I began it almost at the same time as my painting," wrote Klein. "One 

like the other has lived with me like I live with my physical body!"25 For a man who regarded 

all of life as a masterpiece, and his paintings as just the physical ashes of his greater art, this is 

a broad statement. Klein's interest in judo undeniably aided his forays into the world of art, 

including his more conceptual work. Evidence of his interest in the essence of all things, 

including the void, can be found in his Foundations book. In a warning presented at the 

beginning of his text, Klein writes, "Let me point out that I deliberately do not set out in this 

book to provide 'theoretical' explanations, but that I restrict myself to describing the 'essential' 

details of each of the movements and techniques in the correct way."26 In all his art, from his 

Monotone Symphony to his blue sponge paintings, Klein never sought to create an explicit 

narrative, but rather to capture the essential elements of an artistic moment. When laying out 

the general rules for the kat a, Klein writes, "Katas are the complete studies of the movements, 

of opportunities and moments, of the way, and consequently must be practised with absolute 

sincerity: Uke [the person on which a movement is executed] should never, for example, leap 

into the void or jump with the sole intention of making a throw look beautiful.'m 

Interestingly, in this statement Klein reveals the beginnings of his conception of "the void," 

some six years prior to the publication and sale of his single issue Newspaper, Dimanche 

"leap into the void" (fig. 4.4). Several thousand editions of the paper were printed, complete 

24 Yves Klein, "On Judo," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 1-4. 
25 Klein, "On Judo," 2. 
26 Yves Klein, The Foundations of Judo, trans. Ian Whittlesea (London: The Everyday Press, 
2009), 19. 
27 Klein, The Foundations of Judo, 22. 
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with articles written by Klein and a front page photo of the artist leaping into "the void."28 

Here again Klein also reveals his interest in the essence and purity of a moment. As with his 

artwork, Klein felt that in judo, form must follow function. A beautifully created image, just 

as a beautifully executed kata, means little if it is produced without a sincere sensibility. It 

becomes clear that judo did in fact affect Klein's artistic practice. However, it is the kata in 

particular that helped guide him in the creation of his monochromes. 

But what are these kata to which Klein dedicated so much of his time mastering? 

Created by Master Jigoro Kano (1860-1938), the founder of Judo, kata are the essence of 

judo. There are a total of six kata, each consisting of a series of carefully choreographed 

movements (fig. 4.5). Every kat a is executed by two judoka (practitioners of judo), referred to 

as Uke and Tori. Tori is the partner who executes the movements in each kata (such as a 

throw or grab), while Uke is the partner on whom the movement is executed. By learning and 

repeating both the Uke and Tori movements, a judoka is able to master each kata. This 

mastery of these essential judo movements is imperative to ajudoka who wishes to excel at 

randori (free practise or sparring). Kodokan envoy Ichiro Abe compared the relationship of 

kat a and randori to the relationship between grammar and creative writing, respectively. One 

cannot succeed at the latter without first mastering the former. 29 

Master Kano was also aware of the relationship between judo and the arts. He states, 

"The Katas are the aesthetics of Judo. In the Katas (forms) is the spirit of Judo, without which 

it is impossible to perceive the goal."30 This concept of repetitive aesthetic forms as essential 

to achieving mastery of an art may be the driving inspiration behind Klein's multiple blue 

paintings. 

But how did judo lead Klein to produce monochromes? According to Master Abe, 

kata were developed on two principles: "the minimum effort for the maximum effectiveness" 

and "mutual benefit."31 He further explains the first principle, stating, "this [principle] has led 

us to execute the movements in a single form and in a very precise way."32 When developing 

the kata, Master Kano had managed to identify the one single form or movement that would 

28 Klaus Ortmann, editorial note for "Selections from Dimanche," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art, 99. 
29 Klein, The Foundations of Judo, 15. 
30 Klein, The Foundations of Judo, 8. 
31 Klein, The Foundations of Judo, 15. 
32 Klein, The Foundations of Judo, 16. 
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allow a person to get the greatest benefit while exerting the least effort. For Klein, a single 

colour was the furthest he could minimize the form of a painting while still achieving the 

maximum level of artistic sensibility. Klein would later minimize his art even further with his 

empty gallery in The Refinement of Sensibility, but by conventional standards this is not a 

painting. Once he had identified the monochromatic form of his painting through this 

principle, all that was left was to repeat it as he would a kat a. In this way, Klein was able to 

achieve through his art the second principle of kata: mutual benefit. According to Master Abe, 

"Judo [is] not just for the well-being and perfection of the Japanese people, but for the 

happiness of the whole world."33 This may be the principle that not only drove Klein to 

consistently repeat his paintings and readdress the same themes, but also which attracted him 

to both judo and art in the first place. Above all else, Klein was interested in using art to 

create a better world. It was the kata, however, that articulated this desire and inspired Klein 

to apply the foundations of this Eastern martial art to his Western paintings. 

It would be presumptuous to assume that all Western monochromes are a response to 

Eastern culture. It is a remarkable coincidence though that two of the 20th Century's most 

renowned monochromatic painters would share such an interest. However, beyond being 

merely interesting, it is also significant. To those viewers who find monochromes repulsive or 

even hateful, the form may come across as a sort of iconoclastic rejection of art, in part due to 

the fact that visually they bear little resemblance to older images from the Western canon of 

"great art". There is no Classical imagery or recognisable figuration, and perhaps even more 

distressing, no clear demonstration of artistic talent. In addition, the inclusion of these 

paintings in the same galleries that house the works of "Great Masters" can prove puzzling if 

not frustrating or infuriating to those who view High Renaissance art as a standard of quality. 

However, the subtle aesthetic and philosophical references these Monochromes make to the 

established and respected history of Eastern art may be the anchor that validates these 

paintings to those who question their value. By freeing these paintings from the narrative 

frame so commonly found in Western practice and placing them rather in an Eastern context, 

they are transformed. They are no longer "pictures" within which one expects to find a 

concrete message or answer. Instead, they become meditative objects that quietly question the 

viewer and invite them to uncover their own meanings. 

33Klein, The Foundations of Judo, 15. 



5. CONCLUSION 

And the young public sees nothing interesting in the fact that one may open a door 
with a key instead of knocking it down with brute force. One may say, 'Why yes, 
evidently, it is too simple like that, anyone can do it.' Knocking down a door always 
just seems more amusing! 1 
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--Yves Klein, "On Judo" 

The modem monochrome is a painted form with an art-historical genealogy which 

spans multiple continents and hundreds of years. Perhaps one of the most potent and 

provocative types of imagery, it is also the most defenceless and misunderstood. With no 

figuration or narrative to immediately guide the mind, the monochrome is easily dismissed by 

the uninterested, uninformed, or impatient. However, thanks to the prolific writing of two of 

the 20th Century's most renowned monochromatic painters, the public has some insight into 

the stories and intentions of these images. 

Ad Reinhardt and Yves Klein authored numerous texts, both published and private, 

that addressed the form, function, and inspiration of their monochromatic paintings. 

Reinhardt's texts are introspective and dynamic - the result of a long and evolving studio 

career. Though Reinhardt considered himself a true artist-as-artist who has always nothing to 

say, he had much to say in his texts. Through his writing Reinhardt developed the formal rules 

for "the one painting," supported his philosophy of "art-as-art," and revealed his interest in 

Asian aesthetics. Klein's texts were reflections ofhis eccentric persona, but behind the 

colourful language and whimsical statements was sincere concern with theory. Klein's writing 

elucidates the formal importance of colour, his interest in refining and sharing "sensibilities," 

and the influence of judo on his monochromes. 

Without the supplemental information provided by these texts, Reinhardt's and 

Klein's monochromes are open to a wide range of interpretations that conflict with the artists' 

intentions. This raises the question: What is the point of a visual art that cannot be understood 

without the intervention of the written word? A painting which requires the support of words 

seems very much the antithesis of the purified and separated art for which Ad Reinhardt 

strove. An image whose immaterial essence must be explained through material writing falls 

1 Not italicized in original text. 
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short of achieving Yves Klein's artistic sensibilities. Did these artists defeat themselves in 

their attempts to defend their paintings? 
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No. Both Reinhardt and Klein were well aware of the difficulties their paintings 

present to their audiences. Monochromes by both artists have suffered physical abuse at the 

hands of agitated viewers.2 When asked why people reacted to his paintings with such 

hostility, Reinhardt responded: "Well, there wasn't anything there for them to latch on to."3 

Reinhardt acknowledged that if a person is looking for an obvious message in their art, they 

will not find it in his painting and therefore leave disappointed. He seemed to be aligning 

himself with Klein's belief in the viewer's search for pictorial sensibility. Klein believed that 

misinterpretation of his work was the result of "spectators being prisoners of a conditioned 

way of seeing."4 By observing visitors to one of his exhibitions, Klein even calculated a 

specific figure and claimed that 60% of viewers were unable to comprehend the pictorial 

sensibilities he wished to share. 5 Regardless of this negative response, both artists continued 

to produce work in support of their philosophies, and writings in support of their art. 

To state that Ad Reinhardt and Yves Klein worked against themselves and their goals 

by writing about their art not only discredits the autonomy of their monochromes, but also the 

open-minded receptiveness of the art viewing public (perhaps 40% of it for Klein). It is true 

that a lack of obvious subject matter and figuration makes an image difficult to understand 

and can lead to confusion or frustration. However, there are those who will find aesthetic 

appeal or artistic sensibilities in these paintings without the aid of narrative devices. Reinhardt 

2 In 1963 twelve ofReinhardt's paintings were marked up while on exhibit in New York and 
Paris and as a result were roped off. Between 1963 and 1965, additional exhibitions required 
ropes and platforms to prevent visitors from touching the canvases and leaving fingerprints. In 
1958 Yves Klein presented an "immaterial Blue" monochrome in the form of an empty 
gallery in The Refinement of Sensibility in the First Material State into Stabalized Pictorial 
Sensibility. Klein discovered a visitor attempting to draw on the empty walls and had him 
thrown out by guards. 
Ad Reinhardt, "Chronology by Ad Reinhardt," in Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad 
Reinhardt, ed. Barbara Rose (New York: The Viking Press, 1975), 8; Ad Reinhardt, "The 
Black-Square Painting Shows, 1963, 1964, 1965" in Art-as-Art, 84 and Yves Klein, 
"Overcoming the Problematics of Art," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art: The Writings 
of Yves Klein, trans. Klaus Ottmann (Putnam, CT: Spring Publications, 2007), 54. 
3 Ad Reinhardt, "An Interview with Ad Reinhardt," in Art-as-Art, 15. 
4 Yves Klein, "Speech to the Gelsenkirchen Theater Commission," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art, 39. 
5 Klein, "Overcoming the Problematics of Art," 55; Yves Klein, "The Evolution of Art 
Towards the Immaterial: Lecture at the Sorbonne, 3 June 1959," in Overcoming the 
Problematics of Art, 82. 
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and Klein never assumed that their artwork would be accepted by all viewers. Reinhardt was 

more concerned with the reaction of artists-as-artists, while Klein wished to appeal to those 

who were open to the concept of immateriality. They did not write because their paintings 

were unsuccessful, but to aid their creative process and to share their intentions with those 

who are less receptive to the monochrome. 

The misinterpretation of intent and function is not a condition limited to 

nonrepresentational painting. Despite being an illusionistic portrait, Leonardo da Vinci's 

Mona Lisa (ca. 1503-1506) continues to fascinate and puzzle viewers, in part due to the 

mystery surrounding the subject matter. This mystery and ambiguity is part ofthe charm and 

appeal of monochromatic painting. Though conceptually challenging, the lack of 

confrontational narratives and straightforward subject matter leaves room for viewers to 

quietly locate their own "sensibilities" within the work. 

In the introduction to The Foundations of Judo, Klein addresses the frustration of 

confronting unfamiliar forms by recounting his initial experiences at the Kodokan Institute: 

I have always thought that it is better to break down doors than to waste time 
searching for the keys and failing to find the keyholes due to a calm and passionless 
disposition ... I thus thought only of knocking down doors with even more brute force, 
and to do it better and better, and more and more quickly, while I saw all around me 
innumerable quantities of keys that all seemed to function and open doors without 
damaging them ... I arrived one day- out of breath, exhausted, and worried- at the 
last door, a door that turned out to be too massive. I finally, in a rage, took the key that 
had been offered to me all along ... And I opened the door by simply turning the key in 
the lock.6 

In the world of art, the lack of anything "to latch on to" is one the most formidable obstacles 

to understanding monochromatic painting. Rather than trying to negotiate these images in the 

same fashion one may use for other paintings, a patient and gentle examination of form, 

function, and inspiration can lead to understanding and even appreciation for the form. For 

those in need of guidance, the writings of Ad Reinhardt and Yves Klein can serve as a key to 

unlocking the frustrating mysteries of the monochrome. 

6 Yves Klein, "On Judo," in Overcoming the Problematics of Art, 3. 
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(fig. 2.1) 

Yves Klein, Eponge (Sponge), 1961 

Resin with pigment on sponge, 29 ~ x 11 x 5 W' (74.93 x 27.94 x 13 .34 em) 

San Francisco Museum of Modem Art 

©Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York I ADAGP, Paris 

Source: http://www.artstor.org 
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(fig. 2.2) 

Jasper Johns, White flag, 1955 

Encaustic and collage on canvas, 72 x 144" 

©Jasper Johns I Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY. 

Source: http://www.artstor.org 
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(fig. 2.3) 

Ad Reinhardt, Abstract Painting, 1960-1965, 1960-1965 

Oil on canvas, 60 x 60" (152.4 x 152.4 em) 
Lannan Foundation, Los Angeles 

©Douglas M. Parker Studio 
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Source: Ad Reinhardt, Ad Reinhardt, New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc, 1991, 

99. 
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(fig. 2.4) 

Yves Klein, Details from: Yves Peintures, 1954 

Booklet with foreword , signed by Claude Pascal, 10 loose folios with affixed paper sheets in 
different colours and dimensions, 24.5 x 19.5 em each 

Private Collection 

Source: Olivier Berggruen, Max Hollein, and Ingrid Pfeiffer, eds., Yves Klein (Germany: 
Hatje Cantz Publishers, 2004), 12-13. 



(fig. 2.5) 

Yves Klein, Monochrome Green, Untitled, 1955-1956 

Dry Pigment in synthetic resin on cardboard, 59 x 101 .5 em 

Private Collection. 

Source: Olivier Berggruen, Max Hollein, and Ingrid Pfeiffer, eds., Yves Klein (Germany: 

Hatje Cantz Publishers, 2004), 32. 
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(fig. 2.6) 

Ad Reinhardt, Number 18, 1948-1949, 1948-1949 
Oil on canvas, 40 x 60" (1 01.6 x 152.4 em) 

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. 
©Robert E. Mates, New Jersey. 
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Source: Ad Reinhardt, Ad Reinhardt, New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc, 1991, 

41. 



(fig. 2.7) 

Ad Reinhardt, Untitled, 1950-1951 
Gouache and watercolour on paper, 27 ~ x 40 W' (69.9 x 102.9 em) 

Collection Denise and Andrew Saul 
©Malcom Varon, New York. 
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Source: Ad Reinhardt, Ad Reinhardt, New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc, 1991, 

50. 



(fig. 2.8) 

Ad Reinhardt, Painting 1955, 1955 

Oil on canvas, 60 x 60" (152.4 x 152.4 em) 
Collection Mr. and Mrs. Francis K. Lloyd 
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Source: Ad Reinhardt, Ad Reinhardt, New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc, 1991, 

88. 
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(fig. 3.1) 

Yves Klein, La specialisation de la sensibilite a !'etat de matiere premiere en sensibilite 

picturale stabilise (The Refinement of Sensibility in the First Material State into Stabilized 
Pictorial Sensibility), April 12- May 12, 1958 

Installation at Galerie Iris Clert, Paris 

©Yves Klein, ADAGP, Paris 

Source: http://www .yveskleinarchives.org 



(fig. 4.1) 

Ad Reinhardt, Abstract Painting, 1963 

Oil on canvas, 60 x 60" (152.4 x 152.4 em) 
The Museum of Modern Art 

Source: http:/ /www.artstor.org 
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(fig. 4.2) 

Ad Reinhardt, Untitled sketches, undated 
Sketch and notes 

55 

Source: Ad Reinhardt, Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt, ed. Barbara Rose 
(New York: The Viking Press, 1975),189. 



(fig. 4.3) 
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Ad Reinhardt, A Portend of the Artist as a Yhung Mandala, 1955 
Collage of ink and paper, 20 Y4 x 13 W' (51.4 x 34.3 em) 

Collection ofthe Whitney Museum of American Art, New York. 
Originally Published in Art News, May 1956 
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Source : Ad Reinhardt, Ad Reinhardt, New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc, 1991, 
120. 



(fig. 4.4) 

Yves Klein, Yves Klein presente: Le dimanche 27 Novembre 1960 (Yves Kein Presents: 

Sunday November 2 7 1960), 1960 
Newspaper format, 55.5 x 38 em 

Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco 
Image© 2007 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York I ADAGP, Paris 

Source: http:/ /www.artstor.org 
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(fig. 4.5) 
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Yves Klein, Kata VI: ITSUTSU-NO-KATA, Third Movement, Third Stage, 1954 

Tori: Master Oda Join, Uke: Yves Klein 

Diagram and photo 

Source: Yves Klein, The Foundations of Judo (London: The Everyday Press, 2009), 200. 
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